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I. 1 

The most important aim of' Olll' wo1"'k is· to discover' truth. We 

may have other aims-, both ind.ividually and together-, but they 2-..re·-

all subservient to this one aim - to discover truth. And: the, 

nearer· we _get to truth, the·- more limitless does it bec·ome. There 

was a time when we used t·o believe that truth could simply be learnt- -

that it' was, a matter of assimilating the right knowledge, of' learning 

-t-he right facts. But now we- know that truth is· not like this· - it 

is· actually beyond. words. Ultimately it is experience, and nothing 

But we have to begin somewhere - we have to find some way of 

approaching truth. How can we possibly do this, if truth is beyond 

words? There is· a way - a very simple way. If we can learn how 

to use certain symbols·, in time we shall :find that words become 

unnecessary. Symbols will take the place of' words, and they will 

go much deeper, much nearer to truth than words can do-. 

Let us begin with the most familiar symbol known to us - a circle. 

For a long while· a circ-le is all we need - it is almost enough for-

all we need to know. The circ·le is ~ - and yet it is everything 

outside us, for i~ includes all our experience and all our time. 

At first it is difficult to see how the circle can be us, and 

yet includ.e everything outside us. In the ordinary way we think 

of these two as separate things. But in reality the world outside us 

is a reflection of the world. within, and the world within us is a 

reflec-tion o:f the world outside. The, id.ea tha,t they are separate 

is an illusion - it is due to the limitations of our consciousness-. 

Our consciousness is limited in the ordinary wey to a small pa.rt 

of the mind - that part which is active during the time we are awake. 

But the mind has many much deeper· parts - parts which include what 

we really are,. And as'. our ordinary consciousness knows- nothing of 

these deeper parts, we see the outside world as a partial reflection 

only, and we s.-ee it as s-omething separate from ourselves.. It is this 

separation or· ours-elves from the world in which we live which is an 

illusion. It is this that causes d.isharmony and. suffering. 

But- if we could reach these deeper- parts of" the mind. - if· we c-ou1d. 

expand our c-onsciousnes-s t-o includ.e them· - we should begin to find 

unity with the-world around· us. And: if' we c-ould find the- centre 

of ourselves - the-- sourc--e from whic-h everything· comes - we should: 
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Why are you silent, blackbird, till the spring 
Is here again ? Why does your lovely song 
Fade like an empty dream, all through the long 
Dark days of winter, till the green buds bring 
New life, new joy to every living thing? 
Today I heard you sing. Like a clear pool 
Your voice went deep, into the limpid cool 
Waters beyond all fear, all questioning. 
And in that moment when I heard you sing, 
There in that brief moment was everything; 
All that I ever hoped for, held most dear, 
Everything, always,-in that voice so clear. 
And even now its lovely echo rings 
Deep in the centre, in the heart of things. 
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a:t the same t'ime become aware· of our o·onnec-tion with the whole· 

universe - we should see' ourselves· as a reflection of" everything 

it crontains. 

Le-t usc put· t·hese ideas· in-to the symbol oy dividing: it into· 

three principal areas. (see fig. I..) The· outsicie area, (which 

we have called: area: I), is the c:onsc;.iousness· of our ordinary walcing 

state. When we g .o to sleep at night, this consciousness disappears. 

But research has shown that there are two quite distinci levels. of 

sleep - there is a lighter kind of sleep, which is· usually 

accompanied by dreams, ( this we have called: area 2), and' there· is 

deep sleep, in which no dreams occur, and in which i;he breathing 

and heartbeat are more regular, and the brain rhythms much stronger 

ann more even. (This we ha.ve called area 3):-

area I. 

What does all this mean? 

happens when. we are asleep? 

fig.I. 

W~y are we interested in what 

The point is that even in deep 

sleep some part of us is still awake - some part of us never 

sleeps, even if we are given an anaesthetic, or get hit on the 

head. This in i tsel:f: is proof tha:t these deeper· levels· of the 
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mind exist, a.nd that they have their own consciousness, ahoui; 

which we- know very little. And although there are pe-ople, who 

have been able- to contaa-t these deeper levels,; and have• tried: t-o 

describe what they are like, it fs· really only by personal 

experience that we can learn anything real about- them. 

Besides all this, there is a point whic-h is easily missed. Thes·e 

three- revels- o:f- consc-iousness have a natural relation to each at-her. 

In the cas:e of' mystic-al or- 'peak' experienc-es·,- or. in the experiences: 

produc:ed by drugs, this- natural relation is upset - on-e- part is-

over excited, another part is suppresse~, and so on.. This, quite 

frankly,. is not wha1: we are after. In the long run it will not. 

help us much, and: may lead us into trouble. 

But what is t'he natura-1 relation between these three levels,? 

How are t-hey designed to- f'Un:ction in normal pe·ople? It is· not

unlike the three parts- of an eleo-tric lamp. The innermost area, 

(area 3), is the power which runs the lamp, the· mid.dle area·, (area: 2) ~ 

is the filament which glows, and the outer .area, (area: I), is the 

refle-ctor whic-h enables the light to be seen. And the centre. of'· 

the cir~la is the- wir~, the cable whic-h c-onnec:ts· U8 with the power

station - the universal source from which all li:fe is· derived •. 

Why d:o we know so li tt.le- about these· different parts of'_· the 

lamp? Wey do we so seldom become aware- of' the lamp glowing within 

us? And wh,y do we know so little what the source of power is, like? 

If we. are really and truly connected with the same source of energy 

whic-h lights, all living CTeatures, why are we not continuously 

awarec of' it? 

The answer is- quite simply that we have lost the way of finding 

it. And having forgotten the wa;y, we look always- in the wrong 

direction. It i~ a matter of learning a very simple method - a 

method of -meditation which was known many thousands of years ago. 

This method is designed t ·o unite us with these d'eeper parts· of the 

mind, and to bring them·- naturally into the moments of· our· everyday 

life. 

But to return to the symbol of the circle. It will be clear 

from -what has been said that movement towards the centre of the 

circle. is c-onnec-ted with changes in the level of our consciousness. 

But what do we really mean by consciousness? It is- here,that 

confusion so often arises, for we tend to 'describe consciousness, 

in· terms of the change it brings to our func:tions - we find it 
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Yes, yes, these thy sweet mysteries; so did 
No word know thy speaking; so did no sound 
Through any air reach thee; thou wert not found 
Passing any place, yet thou wert not hid. 
Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; yes, soft -
As small wind breathing, the feathered grasses 
Not knowing; yes, soft as moment passes 
In nighttimes sweet sleeping; yes, when aloft 
The cool stars wander on summer evening, 
Making quiet minstrelsy in firmament; 
Or as sweet nicotine delivers scent 
In hot summer garden, no bird singing ... 

Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; and I 
Close with thee, close with thee under great sky. 

______ ___J 
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very difficult to imagine it existing on its own. Yet it is· 

consciousness on its own - pure consciousness· - that we are really

after, and it is· this that comes from the centre of ourselves·- from 

the centre, of the circle in fig.I. On the outside of the circle 

consciousness· is vr:rry relative. The world is badly lit, like an 

over exposed photograph. Life is d.ull and drab - very lacking in 

contrast. In the middle a.rea things are different- - we feel. the 

warmth of t-he lamp glowing wi tliin us·. A strange inner happiness 

comes to us unexpectedly, and we feel a connectedness with everyone 

around. us. I'.!'11 the c,entral area things are qui i;e different aga;in -

we expand, as it weTe-, into a very much larger world, a: world in, 

which we are too small to exist. And yet it- is ourselves who 

expand - we ~- that larger world. And at the centr& of the c-irc:le 

itself we are infinite - we are one with everything. Yet t·his 

everything is beyond .e:x:perien·ce - we only know i't is there. 

And so the only one truth the truth which is limitless is 

at the centre of the circle. All other truths are but partial 

truths, for they arise further out from the centre, and are modified: 

by the level of our consciousness. Our aim is to find the one 

truth - that truth which exists- at the centre - and having found 

it to bring it with us, back into our everyday life •• Even if it 

is only a glimpse, a perfume of truth, and we can find it just for 

a moment, once or twice a day, the effect on our life will be very 

great. For truth has tremend.ous power - there is nothing it 

cannot do. 

"Let him who seeks, not cease seeking until he finds, and 

when he finds, he will be troubled., and when he has been 

troubled, he will marvel and. he will reign over the All. 11 

S t.Th.omas •. Log 2 
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In the last ehapter we were discussing different levels of 

consciousness, .. in their relation to truth. But c·onsciousness 

is only one aspec.t of truth. As we approach nearer to truth, 

unity increases· also, for truth in an ab.solute·, sense, is one, -

there cannot ultimately be more-than one truth. And strange 

as it may seem t-o us there- cannot ultimately be truth wit-hout 

happiness, for· in its true nature everything· is ec.stasy, is happiness •. 

And so truth can be approached in three different ways - throug-h 

methods which increase man's· unity, his oneness with the absolute,tbrough 

methods· which increase man's· consciousness, his ability to remember

himself, and through methods which bring-: him to happines·s, or- bliss. 

From -the earliest times man has· struggled to· find these· different-

ways- to truth. He has· given up the world in pursuit of.· the, abS"olute, -

has bec.ome a · recluse, an· asc-etic·, medi ta.ting in'. the· :foresi; - or he· has 

given his life to a; monastery - abandoned everything he possess-ea:, 

even his name•; or- he hasc spent many years of his lif& in a.n esoteric 

school, following specrial methods· of increasing and sustaining 

consciousness.... All the-se, ways are· arduous and diffic.ult, and 

they all, to a greater or· a lesser degree,, involve retirement fr.om 

the:· world. To be quite candid, they are not for us. We need 

another w~ - a \'f~ which would enable us t6 find tr.u.th while 

remaining irr• the world, so that we can discover our.- place in· the 

wor-la:, and help other.s t-o do the same. 

Now it is through the third aspect of truth - through happiness 

that this method of meditation works. One of the first things we 

discover when we start pra-c-tising the meditation is that there exists·,. 

a.eep down ·within us·, a · great store of happiness. And as· we get to

know t'he, taste of this- happiness·, we find that the mind tends· t-o go 

to it naturally - there' is· no nee-a. to force it to go there, for- i't-

tends, in that direction .of its own accord. When it has· reached t-his 

place of' happiness, which of course is at the c-entre of the circ:-le·, 

it· finds· that unity and consciousness exist there too. The nearer 

it gets to the c·entre, the more they bec·ome one thing. And. so we 

are able to bring them with us·, back into our everyday life. In 

this wa;y the long and. arduous disciplines of ?t'her w~s become 

unnecessary - almost without knowing it we bec:ome free. 

In order· to undersi.and how this· method works, let us imagine 
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thcd; the circle is like. a nation of' many people, and at the 

centre- of' the circle is the king. Imman'as· he is the 

people are, all at war with each other,. and the- king has lj:tide 

inf'!uenc:e over them. But- if twice a day the people were, t-o visit 

their king, to listen to his word, and in time to begin to 

understand his purpose, the whole character of the nation would 

change. Instead· of internal discord there would be unity, 

instead of misery and suffering there would be happiness, instead. 

of ignorance and stupidity there would be consciousness.... Ahd 

yet n·one of the ·people in the country would need to be put to any 

spe~ial discipline, or to crhange their way of life in any way - except 

only to visit their king twice a day, and this they would greatly 

enjoy. 

But one has actually to visit the king. In time t'he inhabitants 

of the country began to say to themselves "suppose instead of 

visiting our king every day we simply remember him instead. - suppose 

we pray to him for help without actually going to see him - this 

would be much simpler, and would save him much trouble, to say 

nothing of ourselves." 

And so they lost touch with their king. A..11.d worse still, they 

began to make their own picture of' what he was like, so that in the 

end they were praying every day to someone who had never existed. 

For they had built up a picture of' the king in their own image ••••• 

This method we have been given enables us actually to visit ~he

king - that is wh,y it is different from all other methods of prayer 

or thought or c-ontemplation. Visiting the king means allowing the· 

attention to be drawn away from the activities which. go on in the 

outer part of the circle, allowing it to be drawn away from the· 

middle part, allowing it to be attracted more a..~d more towards the 

central part, allowing·it to reach the centre itself - for that is 

where the attention likes to be. Other methods do not do this - they 

harness the attent·ion to the outer part, and that is where it' remains·. 

And: that is why they always involve some·kind of effort or struggle, 

for it is in the outer part of the circ·le that effort· and struggle 

exis·t. 

:Sut·when one is not visiting the· king- what happens· in between-? 

How can we keep his presence always before us in the midst of our

everyday life? What can we actually do to remind us of him? 

The answer· t·o this· question is really a very simple one. The 

king is actually.:!!!! - he is not a separate person. And when we 

visiii him we become king ourselves. Raving become king ourselves. 
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we go out into the day - we enjoy wholeheartedly everything 

there is to do. No need to stop and ask ourselves "where is 

the king - what should I do to remember him?" - the more we 

let go, the more we become king ourselves. 

It is all a matter of the attention and how it is :flowing. 

When we go to visit the king in his palace the attention is 

flowing inwards towards the centre. When we go out into the day 

the attention is flowing outwards. Our aim is to keep the 

attention one directional. Either it is flowing inwards or 

it is flowing outwards. If we try to alter it we put a wedge 

in the way. 

The wedge arises because we contrive something - we think 

to ourselves "I should be doing this or that to remember the 

king". And so we create two people instead of one. But if• 

we allow the attention to flow naturally we are one with the 

king - it is one and the same- thing. 

And so in this way awareness arises naturally - it does so 

in the ordinary circumstances of life. And all the activities 

of life get done much better - we do things more efficiently, and 

we enjoy things more. Always provided we visit the king every 

day.••• 
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The circie, regarded as a geometrical figure, has two 

co-ord.inates. One of these two co-ordinates lies· in a direction 

along radii, inwards or outwards from the centre, the other 

co-ordinate lies in a direction around the circumferenc:e. (see fig. 2) 

area I 

fig.2. 

Regarded as, a symbol, these two co-ordinates of the circle are 

of great importance they can help us to understand actions. All. 

our actions move in a direction around the circle. We have no choic-e·

they happen. This is a very difficult thing to accept. We think-

we have choice over our actions, but actually it is not so - everything 

happens. 

In the outer area of the circle (area I) everything happens in time. 

Day follows day, week follm·rs week, year follows· yea:r, and. all the· 

ordinary sma,lL events: of_· our life follow suit, In the middle 
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I saw the morning pavement in the sun 
Crowded with people moving to and fro; 
The daily rush to work had just begun
Each person knew exactly where to go. 
And as I looked I thought, suppose each one 
Went in the selfsame way to work each day
Suppose all hope of any change had gone, 
Suppose our life in utter sameness lay
Suppose each gesture, every word we say, 
Each step we take upon the journey's way 
Without the slightest alteration done 
Exactly as it had been yesterday ... 

And then I heard a laugh and saw a smile, 
And sat there in the morning sun, awhile. 
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area; (area 2) things are repeated in eternity - they happen 

again and. again. This is· a different kind of happening - it 

refers to many things in our life which have always been, like 

our childhood., or when we fall in love, or choose a career 

or make certain big decisions._... In a sense these things are 

muc:h more inevitable, much more unchangeable.. In this· middle· 

area, too,. are all our dreams - dreams about what we· might have

d.one, what we hope to do one day •••• 

But in t·he central area (area 3) it is d.iffer-ent. This· part 

of us is above the level of actions. And so everJthing is always 

there - all our possibilities, all our past,. our- presen~ and our· 

future - all of it exists side by side •. But of course we cannot 

see all this, although certain things affect us very muc::h. 

What is it, then, that decid.es our actions? Some of them are, 

crhosen, others not' - what determines this? The origin of: all our 

actions comes r-rom the centre of the circ:le - it is from,here thaii 

ever-Jthing begins. And. so the line which connects us with the 

centre - the radial co-ordinate - is the line of ~hoioe. Movement 

along this line - movement t'owarde· the centre brings us nearer· 

to choice, nearer to the possibility of doing. 

Suppose there is something in our life we wish to change. If 

we struggle with it on its own level we only make it stronger. This 

is· the meaning of that saying - 11 an eye for an eye and. a tooth for-

a tooth11
• But if we: 11resist not evil" - if we can learn how t'o 

let things be, and at the sa.11e time practise some method such as 

the meditation which will bring us nearer to the centre of the circle, 

not just once, but regularly every day - then sooner or later a 

miracle will happen, and. things will change. For we have to 

remember that nothing is impossible for us. At the centre of the 

circle is the one who created us, and. r1"om t-he centre of the circle 

he will one day create us again .. •·•. 

This, then, is the meaning of the symbol from the point of 

view of action·. Let us now consider it from the point off view 

of being. As we have already said, movement round. the 

circumference of the circle is concerned with passing·time. In 

this direction, therefore, the present moment d.oes not exist - it 

is d.isappearing continuously from the future into the past• 

:But movement towards the centre of the circle is along·the 

line of .!}.2,!!:• Directly we turn ou..1:· attention along this line 
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How strangely does each hour, each little day 
Go winding on. How strange that all our years, 
Numbered and counted so relentlessly, 
Should pass us by, leaving no room for tears. 
And yet more strange, that deep behind disguise 
We know that nothing vanishes-each joy, 
Each sudden flow of warmth in lover' s eyes, 
Each new discovery, ea-eh simple toy 
Is guarded always in Eternity. 
Oh miracle! that each new moment brings 
Its own sweet treasure house of ecstasy, 
To complement the rounded whole of things . .. 

For underneath Time's losses and his gains, 
Nothing is parted from us-all remains. 
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wear~-· we exist. And the nearer we get to the centre of the-

circle the greater 'now' bec'Omes. For- 'now' has a different 

value - a different duration - the nearer we get to the centre. 

In the outside area (area I) the,value of· 'now' is only·a few 

seo-onds. This is 1 now 1 for the ordinary level of consciousness· 

our ordinary waking state. For the middle area of the circle 

(area 2) 'now' is· very much longer-- perhaps several hours, or 

even a day and' a- night. For- the central area (area 3) 'n-ow' is 

much longer still - it may even erlend to the length of our whole 

life. And at t'he centre of'· the circle itself· 'now' is infini t'e, 

or eternal - it is this- which we· mean when we speak of' the I eternal 

now'. 

If our daily life has no 'now' in it we do not exist, we. have 

no being. This is a very unc·omfortable thought - that so much of 

our life· is- spent' in this way, in non-existence.. But- the purpose· 

or· the meditation is- to bring· 'now' into our daily l'ife - that is 

precisely what it is for.. By turning- our attention along the 

line of 'now' and by finding ourw~ t-owards the centre of· the· 

circle, for two periods every day, we find in time,tha:t the value 

of.' •now' has increased. Gradually our daily life begins·to have 

more· and more 'now' in it gradually we begin to exist, and our 

level of being increases-. When this happens we find -t-hat the wa;, 

we spend out' time is diff'erent·. Instead of_ the past and the 

future, it is the present moment on which we spend our· energy. 

And in a strange wa:y the past and the futur& solve themselves· ...... 

Mow everything that happens in the universe is c·ompounded of' 

these two direc-tions everything moves round the circ-le, and as· 

it does so, it moves a little nearer, or a little further from the 

centre. The resultant of these two kinds of movement is a spiral. 

Basically a;-11 proc·esses, all activities are spirals- - and basic-ally 

t-hey are of two kinds only - either they a:re· moving outwards,, awa::, 

fl:'om the centre, or they are moving inwards, towards the centre. 

There cannot be a process, an activity, which continues- to move 

at the same distanc:e from the c-entre - that is what ordinarily we 

cannot see. 

But what kinds· of spiral a.re there? Most of our ordinary 

activities move a certain distance round the c-irc:le and then fa.de· 

away, or change their d.irectio_n. Unless', there is a d.efinite aim 

behind t·hem, and this· aim is- suai;ained f'or a. very long period, it 
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is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their direction. But 

with certain kinds of activity, and. particularly with certain 

natural processes, it is possible to follow their direc:tion more 

exac:tly, and to study the laws which control them. 

Let us consider, -for instance, the way in which man is created., 

and grows throughout his life. This will b:e a spiral of' the kind 

shown in fig. 3 below:-

4-death 

fig. 3. SPIRAL OF CREATION. 

It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the circle· 

it is- here t 'hat man is c:oncei ved. As the spiral moves outwards 

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the ena.· of the first 

segment we are born. During t ·he next segment the child develops· 

and grows, and. by the end of this segment he is a.bout 7 y~ars old. 

From this· point onward.s adult life begins - first adolescenc:e, then 

marriage and child.ren, then midd.le age, and' finally old age and 

d.eath. By the time f'ull circle is reached death comes and we 

begin again - the clocks are put back, and: once again man is 
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c:oncei ved. The embryo develops· in the womb, and at the encl of 

the first segmerrt we are born. Childhood once again, with all 

its adventures - shall we remember how it was before? ••• and 

so on and so on •••.• 

The spiral of creation, of growth, is a descending, a 'downhill' 

process. This means that the value of time is decreasing as time 

goes on. In· the early stages of embryonic growth, when the spiral 

is so near the centre of the c.irc1e, time has enormous value. In 

ot-her words, eno-rmous chc>...nges take place in a very short time.. As 

time goes on it passes· more quickly, until by the end of · our li£.e 

the value of time has reduced. t'o little or nothing - this from the 

point of view of' our physical existence - and sometimes, too, f':r-om 

other points of view. 

But- there is a reverse process, another kind of spiral, which is 

shoi-m in fig. 4 below:-

fig . 4. SPIRAL OF REGENERATION. 
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I don't know why, but everything seems to be 
Different this morning; as if someone had said 
"How would you like things?" And suddenly instead 
Of the dull dreary world we usually· see, 
There is a new wonder in each leaf, each tree, 
And even the grey pavements seem enchanted 
With bright reflections from each raindrop slanted ... 
So is my heart filled with a bright ecstacy, 
And I would laugh for joy, telling those I meet 
To look about them, here in this busy street
To look and see how terror has gone away, 
And sadness is no more, just for this one day. 

And looking, I would ask them if they know 
How it could be like this always-how it could be so. 
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In this case the value of time increases as time goes on. '11he 

spiral therefore represents an ascending, an 'uphill' process. 

It is what we call 'regeneration' - and without it creation would 

be impossible. In· a sense it is going on all through our lif.e-, . 

as the diagram indicates-, but it can happen any time - within a 

half hour, even sometimes within a few moments. There is no need to 

think of it in· terms of a lifetime. 

These two processes - creation and regeneration - have a speciai 

importance for us. When we do the medJ. tat ion energy is, being. 

regenerated, when we- do our daily work energy is being used f-_or 

creation. Without the meditation energy of the right kind is 

not produced,-. and so our daily work is not creative - it goes: along 

in- a dull sort of wa;y. But if- a rhythm can· be established· things· 

will begin to change. Gradually our daily work will change its 

quality - gradually life will take on a new meaning, as t ·he value 

of each moment - the value of 'now' increases· more and more. 

If we can superimpose these two diaoo-rams in our minds, it will 

help us· to understand many much bigger things too - particularly 

about the meaning of· life and· death -- how d.eath is not an end but

a beginning - how it is a starting point on the wa;y to rebirth and 

the awakening of memory a doorwa;y opening into a new lif:e. 
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We were onc-e told of a certain law or principle connected 

with the development of processes· or activities - it was c-alledi 

the principle of·the discontinuity of· vibrations. This principle 

maintained that no process or activity ever· proceeds in a straight· 

line - it inevitaoly changes its d.irec·tion, falls away, even 

sometimes turns back on itself, unless certain special mechanisms 

or- devic-es are provided at the right place •. 

These special mechanisms are not normally present- in man·' s 

activities - and that is· perhaps why the course of history is so 

irregular, and. why so many of our own ventures end in a differ:ent 

way than we had hoped. But in many natural processes, sue-has 

that of· our-· own physical growth and evolution, and in many biochemical 

processes· t·oo, these mechanisms are present. 

We can see an example of this law in processes of the kind 

shown in fig. 3. It is- clear that for the spired of creation to 

c-ontinue its d"ir-ec:tion, something new has to start, both at the 

one third point and at the two thirds point round the c-i.rcle. At 

the one third point the child. is born and for· the first time begins 

to breathe, at the two thirds point' a new life begins with t-he· 

arrival of ad.olescenc-e arnl the ending of c-hildhood. In fact, there 

are really three d.ifferent spirals superimposed on each other--, rrot 

jus-t one. If there was only one spiral, development would cease. 

Like the different strands of a rope or a cable - at each third point 

a new strand begins, and so the cable holds together throughout- its 

length. 

And. if we study each segment of the C'ircle in more detail, we 

disCDVer a similar arrangement on a smaller- sc-ale. Within each 

segment· there are also three strands - two intermediate points at 

which some new element enters. In the first segment,. for·instance, 

- the period of prenatal growth - there is a point near the beginning 

of pregnancy where the physical basis of the embryo is determined-; 

there is also a secDnd point - a very important one - when life 

enters and the child begins to move. Let us put these points around 

the perimeter of the circle, as in fig.5. Altogether, there will 

be nine points - three major points at each third segment of the· 

circle, and six further points in between. 
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I find it very strange we cannot tell 
What he is like, this little one so soon 
To be amongst us. Yet we know so well 
What he is like-we know that the same noon 
Which shines on him today has always been, 
Has always brought the sunlight to his brow
And so we cannot say 'I have not seen 
Him yet, I do not know him now ... ' 
And when he comes, and when we count his toes, 
Admire his ears, his little turned up nose, 
( Or watch to see how high his forehead grows), 
Let us not say he looks like you or me-
Let us remember he will always be 
Only himself, throughout eternity. 
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Point 3, as we have already said,. is the point where the 

child is born and starts a new life·, - a· life· on dry land, s ·o 

to speak, for.· it- is· here• t-hat breathing begins, and c:ontinues-

until" death, when it just as suddenly stops-.. But the· newb:or.lll 

child has· to learn, ma..'!1y other· things too - how to eat and diges,t, 

how to s"0e, how to balanc:e· and c:oordinate its· movement-s,, and so on. 

All these things are under· the c-ontrol or · point 4,. that extraordina._r-y 

mind whic-h- l 'ooks- after the pbysioal body. 

But· point· r ·our- includes· muc-h mor-e t-han this-. It is responsible 

for- programming the development of the pli,ysical b.ody in. i.ime - f'or 

c:0ntrolling· the c-hanges that take place as the· body grows- - and it

a--ls·o- determines· _the· identity of the body· - that strange thing which 

make-s one person's body d.ifferent from another's. 

part of· us our ess-enc-e. (see fig 5. ) 
We c:all t-his 

For the first few months of its life - even perhaps for a• year-

or so - the newborn baby is· nothing muc-h more than essencre.. In, spite 

of· all the blandishments bestowed. on it- by parents - a...11.d: particularly 

by grandparents - it is not until the speech centres· develop in 

the left hand: hemisphere of the brain that personality begins to 

gr-ow, at point 5. .And' t-hen of· c;ourse- the fun begins. All.. t-he• 

protec:tive d'evic-.es, the mannerisms·, the tricks,, the naughtiness·,, 

the c-liarm: - a;ll the: array of· aTmou.r- whic-h will stand. it in good 

stead throughout- lif:e - all this develops during · this period, from 

about- three to seven years- old. 

And then at point 6, or a :few years· later, c-ome the- first :t:'ew 

beginnings of· somet-hing else - something which is nei t ·her essence: 

nor- personality - something connected with onese-lf. For during 

the period from point 6 to point 7 we begin to have many new 

impressions - new inc-linations, new long ings, deep emotional 

experiences, perhaps, aroused by the circ-ulation of sex energy. 

And for t 'he first time, we begin to ask ourselves· certain quest.ions -

wby we are here, and what life is all about. 

At point 7 we are about sixteen•years old. Some part of· us 

has· started to grow. If it is not overwhelmed by the cares· and 

tribulations or· the wor1d, and if' it is not d.istorted' by wrong ideas 

one day it will be able to guide us. For it is here, at point 7, 
that there exists- what Solomon was· asking for when he· said: 11 0 Lord 

my God, I am but a little c:hild; I know not· how t-o go out or to 

c:ome in. Give therefore tby servant an understanding heart ••• that 

I may discern between good and bad •••• " 
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And. then there is point 8, whic:h we have called man's soul., 

What d.o we: mean by· the soul?· In- a sense it- is what we axe, and 

yet it- inc-lucres· all we c:ould .be. All the different- possibilities-

that exist in mankind axe hidden. there - they ac:tually exist in 

eac-h of' us- - but of course only certain of them are realised. This 

idea raises many questions-. What do we hope might be realised? 

What would it entail? Have we any experien-ce of the differene:e 

between new and old pos·sibili ties? Is there anything in lif"e whi~h. 

nev:er happened: bef"ore· - which lies in a different d"ireetion fnom 

the circ:le-- of· repeti t-ion? And how can we· tell the difference? 

(SPIRIT) 

9-+,a.eath 

SOUL 

(BODY) 

PERSON'ALITY 

In olden ti.mes the soul was sa,id to contain three parts- - a 

creative part-, (corresponding to point 8), a rational part, 

(corresponding -to point 5), and. an emotional part, (corresponding 

to point T). This· is a good wey to think of· it o We see t-hat 

it is in the creative part that new possibilities exist - this part 
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No poet can explain his verse; the same 
Wonder which breathes on all created things 
Lives in each line he writes; the poem springs, 
Borne on the murmur of an angel's wings, 
From nowhere-none ·can tell from whence it came; 
Nor could the logic of unaided thought 
Deliver lines so delicately wrought, 
Telling of all he loved, of all he sought. 
For when he writes, although he knows not why, 
Strange memories that no man understands, 
Deep diapasons of forgotten lands 
Roll in upon him from Eternity. 

Oh seek not to explain; for by the same 
Miracle, Man and all Creation came. 
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of us is like- an artist, who is able to create new designs. The 

carrying out of these designs belongs to the emotional mind, at 

point 7. It is- the proper func:tion of this mind to listen to 

_the· souL - t:o lea.mi· how to hear what the soul is asking, and to 

carry out its commands. And in this· it is helped. by the rational 

part, at point 5. For wi thou-fr this· part of_· us there would' be no 

outward expression of'what we are. In the ordinary way point· 5, the 

pers-onali ty I is all we can see of• a: person's soul,. and: the pie;i;ure 

it gives us is sometimes very misleading. 

In a similar wa:y points I, 2 and 4 on· the rieht hand side of· 

the diagram are all part of the body. Point I is the physical 

substance of the body - the d.ust of which we are made - and point 2 

is the- life principle whic:h holds.this substance together. And 

point 4 is- the controlling mind which co-ordinates all the body's· 

movements and functions. 

So the circle can really be divid.ed. much more simply into two· 

halves - body on the right and. soul on the left. :But over and 

above these two parts of man· is spirit. Spirit is quite a different 

thing. Like light it is everywhere: - it is universal. And being 

of a level of matter which is too fine to be c'Ontained by the' body 

ancl the soul, it has- to be mad·e to c,irculate· through them, - it is 

only when· it circulates· through them that things begin to change-. 

'When the spirit circulates through the soul we beC'Ome aware of 

the soul - we begin to exist, to remember ourselves. At the same 

time we experience inner happiness, greater unity and self confidence 

and. many other things. When the spirit circulates through 'the boccy 

we become a.ware- of the body - we feel a sense of·well being, a. 

c-onnec-tedness in the body,· and our inner and. outer movements· become 

more co-ord.inated. And. when the spirit circulates· between the 

body and tne soul they begin to work in harmony with each other, 

and our inner conflicts disappear., 

:But what is it that makes the spirit circulate?· This is the 

most important of all questions, for everything worthwhile in life 

depend.s on it. Clearly it is C;onnected with the meditation, but 

precisely- how it c,irculates·, and in which ord.er, has· yet to ba· 

d.isc-0vered. In this symbol, there is a wa:y of understanding 

how this inner circulation works •••• .,., 
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Before we can discover how the spirit circulates.·, we have to 

introduce- a further- id,ea - that of ac-cu.mulators of· energy. Man 

contains within him a number of different ac-cumulators, or- plac:es 

where, energy is stored. The-se accumulators are in pairs, so t·hat 

when one has emptied. the other talces over. It is· quite- possible 

to notice this happening, for instance, when one is tir-ed,. perhaps 

one yawns, or stops· for a moment,. and then quite unexpec·tedly one 

feels a new flow of energy. The- phenomen.on of a I s econd wind I which 

long distanc:ec runners experienc·e,. is another example. What actualfy 

talces place , is that a switch changes over the circuit from one. 

acc:umula1;or to the- other-. 

Meanwhile the first accumulator is f'illingup a.gain. Where does 

it fill up from? Both accumulators are connec:tea; to a c:entral 

supply - the sourc-e of power we were talking about in chapter I. 

This s-ource of: power is· called the big accumulator. We can only 

c:ontac.t it at moments of extreme urge.ncy, otherwise it might get 

all used up, and we should die·. So for- all normal purposes the, 

energy we need: is· drawn from the small accumulators, and this 

arrangement ensures that plenty is kept in reserve. 

Many of our troubles are d.ue to the fact that some of the small 

accumulators are not in proper working cond.i tion. Others· are blocked 

and need emptying and clearing out, still others have never been· used 

and. need: opening up. The function of the meditation - one of its· 

functions - is to put all this in order, and. that is where the· 

circulation of the spirit comes into it. 

In the symbol these accumula.tors are arranged. along the three· 

sid.es of the · triangle. (see fig.6.) Accumulators, of course, 

exist on, many different levels, and so there are really severa·l 

triangles - one very near to the centre, a.nother further· out, another· 

further· out still, and. so on •. But to simplify· matters we will 

consider only one triangle - that which is concerned. with the level 

of energy of whicb. our impressions consist - the energy which 

circulates through our nervous centres and brain. 

The rieht ha.nd sid.e of the triangle represents the spinal nervous 

system, and. each of the points along this side of the triangle is 
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a d.iff.erent group of nerve centres in the spine, the highest 

part of the spine being at point 3, where the brain stem is, 

and the· lowest part being· at the- apex of the triangle, a;t point· 9, 

like a man upside down •. 

The base· of the triangle contains all the control centres in the 

brain, the three points on the right being connected with that part 

of the brain which c·ontrols all our physical and instinctive 

mechanisms, our· inner and outer· movements, our reflexes ana: so on, 

the three points on-. the lef.t being cronnecied with· our- intellectual and 

emotional reactions - including· of course -the speech centres, whic-h. 

would appear to play such an important role in, the development of 

personality. 

The left hand side of' the triangle c·onta.ins the various plexuses 

which be0long to the autonomic· and sympathetic nervous systems·. As 

on the·right hand side, the highest of' these· comes nearest to the 

base of' the triangle, at point 6, the lowest at the apex of· the, 

triangle, at point 9. 
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nervo 
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So the inner triangle is like a great storehouse of energy -

it c-onta;ins all the energy stored away in man's nervous· centres 

and brain. If this energy is t-o be used, and if' the centres are 

to be kept replenished with new energy, there has to be a. connection 

between them• ancl the a:ifferent functional systems a.round the, 

circumference of the circ.le. Th.is connection is provided by 

an inner c,irculation, which follows a certa:in order or pattern 

in i t-s d irec:tion. 

Before we ge-t lost in t ·oo much detail, let us take a general 

view of this inner· circulation, and. try to see what it implies. 

We notice that it is symmetrical about a point of intersec-tion, 

just below the apex of the triangle, and. that it divides naturally 

into two parts points I,4, a.nd 2 on the right hand side, and 

points· 8,5 and 7 on the- left. We notice, too, that it flows 

always in one direction - from I to 4, from 4 to 2, from 2 to 8 
and su on. In ffoing s·o, it brings energy to certain nerve centres 

and' receives energy from others·. All the time - every moment of. 

our lives· - this- exchange of· energy is taking place- - the whole 

figure is in perpetual mot-ion - it never stops. 

Now points· I,4 and 2 and points 8,5 and 7 each, represent a 

different kind of process. Points I,4 and] 2 a.re c·once-rned with 

regener.ation, points· 8,5 and 7 are concerned. with creation. As · 

we d'iscussed earlier, creation is a descend.ing, a 'downhill' 

proce-ss, and if it is to continue a reverse process - an 'uphill' 

process· - is necessar'J, which we called. regeneration. These.- two 

aspects of the inner circulation are reciprocal and. complementary 

to each other. 

A classic example of these two processes can be studied in 

organic life. As is well known, the action of sunlight on the 

green plant- cell has the effect of releasing oxygen into the 

earth's atmosphere. The oxygen is obtained from water (H2o) 

which is taken up by the plant from·the soil. If we take point- I 

to be water, we can see that it travels first from point I to 

point 4. At point 4 it is acted. on by sunlight, which l)y · means· 

of a special mechanism in the plant cell splits · the water molecule 

into two separate parts, H and. o.. The IF combines with carbon 

at point 4 to forrri carbohydrates and: various other high energy 

fuels, but the O travels from point 4 to point 2 - the earth's· 

atmosphere. (see fig 7). 
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Not until April comes does Nature show 
Her loveliness; not till the new buds make 
Delicate traceries that hang below 
The willow branches, drooped over the lake; 
Not until yellow daffodils awake, 
And primroses grow wild among the woods
Not until then do the cruel winds forsake 
Their bitter cold and deep midwinter moods. 
For when sweet April comes, like a great breath 
That quickens all her creatures, Nature blows 
New life and virtue into all that grows, 
And Spring is born again, from Winter's death. 

So comes the miracle that all may see-
Dead branch and living shoot on the same tree. 
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It is interesting tha,t this c,oming together of three elements 

at points I,4 and 2 is much more than a chance combination or· 

events - it is a beautifully controlled process by means of which 

a balance is kept on the oxygen c·ontent of the earth's atmosphere,the 

presenc·e of which is vital for all living creatures. From the 

point of view of this teaching it is a 'triad' or combination of 

three forces, the significance of which we will discuss presently. 
earth's 

The second half of the process occurs when the oxygen in the/ 

atmosphere trave1s across from point 2 to point 8, where it becomes 

available for man and onimals to bree.the. And this is the starting 

point of a second coming together of three elements at points 8,5 and7 

Point 8 may be considered as the breathing of man and animals - the 
earth-' s 

combined. breathing of man,y millions of living creatures over- the/ 

surface. Point 5 is the mechanism for conveyi11g oxygen in.to the 

blood.stream, and point 7 is the inner respiration which takes p-lac,e 
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when this energy is made available to the ;body cells. 

And so the cycle is completed. The cellular matter of organic 

life has been quickened. through the circulation of oxygen•, and. 

the waste products of the respiration process - carbon dioxide and 

water - a.re returned. to the soil at point I, and the process begins 

again. The whole circulation, through points I,4,2,8,5 and. 7, is 

corn1.ec-ted. with breath - with the breath of life.. We are reminded 

of the sec·ond chapter of Genesis - "And the Lord God formed. ma.n of 

"the dust of the ground, and. breathed into his nostrils the breath 

of. life; and man became a living soul". 

Now on a spiritual level the same thine is true. Spirit is 

breath - it is called in Greek pneuma hagion - holy breath, holy 

s pirit or holy ghost. Arn:1 when the spirit circulates through 

these six points· it brings life to the soul - it· is in real fact 

the breath of life. That which enables it to circulate is the 

meditation. For when we do the· meditation a· special kind of energy 

is manu-fac"1;ured through the interpla,y of elements· which form the 

triad: I,4,2. This energy is quite easily recognisable and has 

quite definite effects. Gradually a.s we continue with the 

meditation, more and more of this energy collects at point 2, 

until eventually it passes across to point 8, where it bec·omes· food 

for the soul. For the soul is starved of this energy and needs 

it desperately, just as the body need.s oxygen. (s ee fig 7 a overleaf) 

When this transformation happens, new energy bec·omes available 

at point 8 - new energy which will enable the three parts of the 

soul - points 8,5 and 7 - to grow a.ml develop. That is how 1,./'e- can 

expand into a larger world, through the meditation. It is this 

which will bring about a real change in our lives. 
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In the last chapter we were discussing the processes of crea~ion 

and. regeneration, and we were saying that these processes c-ome about 

through the interplay of three elements, or forces.. This· id.ea, that 

events and proces-ses depend: on a combination o:f•tnree elements, is· a 

very old idea. - it exists- in almost all religions,, right back to the 

beginning of history, But needless to say the idea has· bec~me 

d.istorted, and certain features· belonging to it have been Lost .. 

In this teaching the same idea exists, but it is put rather 

dif'Terently. In the first plac:e, we a.re told that unless the•three 

forces come· together, nothing happens· - in other words,, none of the 

three forces can produce action on its· own. Sec-ondly, the three 

forces· a.re not consid·ered to be fixed states or attributes of matter. 

Unlike the eastern idea of the three· gunas, or the mediaeval. idea of· 

three- elements, these three forc-es are c·onstantly changing, an-a: a.re 

able to attach themselves to clifferent levels of matter, so that a 

particular kind or level of matter may be imbued with one force at 

one moment, another force at the next. 

But what difference is there between each of these three forces· -

how can we distinguish one from another-? We are told t-hat the 

first force, which is highest in level, is active or positive, the 

second forc-e, which is lowest in- level, is passive or negative, and 

the third force, which is intermediate in level,. is· neither active 

nor passive, but ha-s the capacity-of a balancing or-unifying element 

between the other· two. In some cases this third force appears· as 

the result of a combination of events, in other cases it appears· as 

the und.erlying cause, but often it- oannot be seen at all for man,. 

in the normal way, is· said to be 'third. force, blind' - the third 

force is- one of those things which are hidd.en from him. 

But perhaps· the most important idea which belongs to this teaching 

is that the three forces manifest in a certain order or sequence. 

When the active force comes first in ord.er,- a certain kind. of events 

or processes will follow, when the passive force comes first, a quite 

different kind. of events will follow, and when the balancing force 

comes first, a- quite different kind of events again. Then the force 

which comes second in order will also determine the nature of· events, 
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so that only a limited number of combinations will actually be 

possible, as follows:-

active o •••••• passive ••••••.• balancing 
passive. •·• ••• active .... ... ..... balancing 
active •• •·• ••• balanc-ing ••••• passive 
balanc·ing . ..... active •• .•••••• passive 
balanc:ing ..... passive ••••••• active 
passive •••••• balancing.• ·• •• .actiye 

We find, to our surprise, that the number of combinations· is 

limi t ·ed' to six. This fact, which d.epends · of c:ourse- on· a- simpl.e-

law of mathematics, has · tremendous implications. If i =t is the order of 

the tbr-ee forc:es which d.eter-mines the nature of· an everrt, this 

will mean that essentially there a.re on·ly six: different events - si:x: 

different· kinds of· things which can happen,in the whole universe. 

But what exactly do we mean by the order· of the t'liree f :orces,? 

In the ordinary wa;y we mean their- sequence in time., In, the process 

of creation, for instance, which belongs to the left . hand sid•e of· 

the cliagram, it is the active force at point 8 which, begins the· 

process, . for unless· t-here is action, nothing· will liappeni. 'I'hen the 

force - which comes · nerl at point 5 will be passive, for all good 

creative work in-evi tably meets with resistanc:e, with something whic·h 

has to be overc-ome. Ana. the third. forc-e at point 7 aomes last - it 

is the balancing point, so to speal{, around: which e:r--eation can turn 

t'he result, perhaps·, of the first step of creation, lead.ing us on 

to the next'. 'And the evening an.d the morning were the first 

day •••••• and God saw that it was good..' 

So we call point 8 active, point 5 passive and point 7 balancing. 

But on the other side of the d.iagra.'11: we put things the other wa;y up. 

(see fig. 8) Wh,y d.o we d.o this?- - because the process of 

regeneration has a different. ord:er of forces - it is, so to speak, 

the inverse of crea1iion, and· begins from the lowest point - the 

passive force, instead of the active. 

Point I is: therefore passive - it is always· the basic or inert 

sta1;e of matter which is acted upon by some active and usually very 

powerful substance at point 4. This- substance has the effect of 

splitting, or breaking up the inert matter of point I so that finer 

b I,. .1- d. ~rom 1· t On· a bibrf' · scale this is the substanc·es can e · e:ic-.,racve I • 

function of organic life - it is able to break up the basic materials 

of the earth's crust and convert them into high energy fuels which 

are used to create living matter. 
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So the process of creation (on the left) has the order of 

forces active ••• pas-sive •• ~ balancing, and. the process or· regeneration

(on the right) has· the ord.er of forces passive ••• ac.tive ... balancing. 

But there are four other c·ombinations - four further processes or 

kind.s· of· event which by their very nature are essentially different 

from these· two. How can we discover what t-hey are? 

We can find.' out wha-t these further processes are if we realise 

that there are actually three circulations in the a:iagram - not- just 

one. The first is the C'irculation of the spirit, and this circulation 

is symmetrical about the apex of· the triangle, as in fig.8. But 

there is a further circulation which is symmetrical about point 3, 
(exactly as if we ha.d rotated the first c·irculation through I20 degrees) 

;.u1.d there is· a still further circulation about point 6. If we put 

all these three c-irculations in the diagram we arrive at the figure 

shown in fig . 9. 

The c-irculation about point 3 is c·onnec-ted. with physical energy. 
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In this sense the pbysica-1 aspec'l; of thing·s does not nec,essarily 

refer only to physical matter. Thought processes, for instance~ 

have a- ph,ysical aspect - they can be studied. by scienc'8, 2..nrl. their 

vibrations recorded and analysed. But thoughts also have certain· 

meanings - they explain certain things about the world. around. us. 

These meanings cannot be arrived at by studying their vibrations, .for 

they belong to a a.ifferent dimension, the subtle or psychological 

level. And. it is energy of this level whic·h circulates about 

point 6. But the circulation about the apex of the triangle- is 

just as· different again - it is concerned with consciousness and 

withthe spirit. No amount of thinking can ever explain 

c-onsciousness, nor can it be weighed. and. measured., for it belongs· 

to a different d.imension from thought, just as thought belongs to 

a different d.imension from - the pb,ysical aspect of things. 

And so these three circulations refer to three quite d.if.feren·c 

kind.s or dimensions of'• energy - ph,ysical, subtle cllld c-ausaL - and. 

if we foll 01,r them out on the d.iagram we shall find that they each· 

contain two different triau.s •. The first circulation, about point 9,-
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contains the triad.s 8,5,-7 and I,4,.2,, which as· we have already 

d.escribed., refer to creation and. regeneration. The sec:ond 

circulation, about point 3, contains the triads· 4, 7 ,5 and 2,,8, I, 

and the third. circulation, about point 6, contains the triad.s 

7 ,T, 8 and. 5,.2,4. 

Nowt-he triad 4,7,5 is connected with involuntary actions. 

All internal and external movements which are, carried out by· the· 

body without one knowing it, and. all actions which go by themselves 

and can: be done without attention, are inc-lud.ed in this category. 

The d.ifference between this triad and the triad of creation, 8,5, 7, 
is· that tne balancing force comes second. in order; instead of 

c-oming last. In this c:ontext the balancing force is the instinctive 

memory which carries our actions- along. 

The triad. 2,8,J is· connected. with somewhat similar actions, at 

least in the sense that they happen without attention and. are 

largelJr instinctive, but in this case they are initiated by the 

balancing force,which comes first. Such actions are very ex:plosive 

in character - as if an explosive mixture had 1)een allowed. to 

accumulate in the mem:ory, and. _sudd.enly often quite unexpectedly 

a match sets it off. In human society this triad. is connected 

with d.isruptive social behaviour, uprisings, the overthrow of 

governments, and many other situations of this kind. which involve 

crime and violence. 

Of the two triads contained. in the circulation about point 6, 

the first, the triad 7,I,8 refers to many higher faculties possible 

for man., such as the emotional und.erstand.ing of truth, artistic 

inspiration and. mystical experience. But in man as he is these 

capacities often go unre<-l-lised, even though they are said. to be 

his birthright. It will be seen that the triad ~nds,- at point 8, 

with active energy of a high level - energy which lead.s into the 

creative t-riarl. 8,5, 7. 
The second triad, 5 ,.2,--4, refers to another capacity of the human 

mind: - the power to imagine, to dream; t·o create desires. It is· 

through this triad that active energy is prod.uced. at point 4 - energy 

which in human society is what 'makes the wheels go round'. 

Newspapers., ad.vertisements, theatres and. cinemas, space fiction, 

television - they are all part of the magic·,. the creation of· desires-

desires which in their turn set the triad 4, 7 ,5 in motion, and lead to 
involuntary actions •. 
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Here in the Tube, how strange that each man's face
Is as it is; strange that each nose, each ear 
Is shaped in just that way, is in its place, 
Making each man's identity so clear; 
And stranger still, each thought, each hope, each fear, 
The way he smiles, the way he likes to dress, 
All he possesses, all he holds most dear · 
Belongs to each alone, is his no less. 
Yet is there not some deeper gentleness, 
Some hidden suffering, some high ideal, 
Something which you and I could never guess 
Behind each face-is it not this that's real? 

For if our eyes were opened, we should see 
Not only what he is, but what each man might be. 
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Now let us forget the details, and try to see in more general 

terms what all this implies. We have established tha,t man, a.s a 

world, a cosmos, .. contains three different kinds or levels· of energy 

which a.re circulating within him, between his various centres, and 

that these three circulations can be represented s;;rmbolic-ally by 

the inner lines in the d.iagram. Connected. with these tlu~ee 

circulations are certain triads certain kind.s of process or 

activity which are characteristic· of each. 

This brings us to a point about the diagram which has not· been 

previously mentioned - it is not a symbol of man as he is, it is 

a symbol of what he might become what he could. be if his 

possibilities were fully realised. And the key to the full 

realisation of his possibilities lies in these three circulations. 

In man as he is only certain parts of these three circulations are 

fully working - those whic·h are conc-erned. with his physical 

existence, and. are necessary for the creation and maintenance 

of life. 'l'he e:irculation about point 6, which is connected with 

subtle or psychological energy, is only partl;y established, and. 

depenrl.s to a greater· or lesser· extent on- the physical circulation .. 

And the circulation about point 9, the circulation of the spirit, 

is hardly established at all. 

This idea wa.s expressed originally in c1, very interesting way. 

It was said that man had, potentially, four different bod.ies. Only 

the first body, the physical, was properly formed - the others 

were not yet established., al though the material from which they 

could be mad.e was actually available. The first of these further 

bodies which man could acquire was called. the subtle body, the 

next was called the causal or spiritual body, and the highest was 

called. the divine body. We know very little about the divine 

body, and how it could. be formea, but it is quite clear from the 

diagram what the formation of the subtle and. causal bod.ies would 

mean - it would mean that these two further circulations, the 

circulation about point 6, and that about point 9, would have to 

be established~ and. fully working in us all the t'ime. Then the 

material required for the formation of these two bod.ies would be 

a.eposi ted in our various centres, and eventually it would. be~ome 

permanent. And. s-0 in this wa;y the level of our being would be 

changed. 
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In the last chapter we were saying that man's activities are 

d.etermined by the interaction·· of three forces, and that by· their. very 

nature these t'hree forces, can c-ombine only in six different ways·. But 

these six kinds· of'activity are not, of c:ourse, confined. to man. They 

exist, virtually, in everything - in all natural processes,. in the laws

of pbysics·, in the cyc:le of nuclear reactions in the sun, in the motions 

of the stars and. galaxies. And they exist, too, in the very nature 

of things - in the colours of the spectrum, the· quality of musical 

sounds, the proportions of natural :forms. 

In fact, it is their uni versa-1 nature which malces it so difficult 

to describe them. And in trying to find. clearcut examples we have to 

be care:ful not to wander into different fields. In this, we have 

found a c:lue which can help us - we have discovered. that the six triads· 

are related: to three different circulations - that two of them are 

related to the circulation of physical energy - in fact~ to the physical 

world - that two of them are related: to the subtle or· psychological 

level - to the world of thought, or· intelligence - and that two of 

them are related. to- the circulation of the spirit - to the causal 

level, or the world· of consciousness. 

It is, perhaps, the circulation of the spirit which is the most 

a.ifficult for us to understand. And the rea,son is, of· course, that 

consciousness cannot be explained, it has to be experienced •. But 

sometimes we are helped by the fa9t that this circulation has a 

physical counterpart. Spirit is breath - when the spirit circulates,. 

things become alive. And the triad I,4,2 can. refer t·o the regeneraiiion 

of the physical body, not only to spiritual regeneration. In fact, 

this physical regeneration is what happens in deep sleep, and iw one 

sense these two triads, I,4,2 and 8,5,7 refer to the cycle of sleeping 

and waking. But sleep is not enough to· give us· the psychologic:aJ: 

rest we need, and it is only through the meditation that we can get 

f"ull spiritual rest. And. when we get this spiritual rest through 

the- meditation, it works through the other two levels· to give us, 

renewed energy in both the mind and. the body, for it comes from a 

level above· them both. 

So we can understand to some extent what regeneration means, at 

leas-ton a, physical plane. Eut the triad 8,5,7, the triad of creation, 
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is an- entirely d.ifferent thing·. It starts with the active force, 

not the passive, and this means that effort is needed to get it going

an initial impulse of some kind,, which can come from a very high level, 

as with artistic creation., or from: the quite ordinary level of· physic-al 

work •. In either case the passive forc-e which follows implies that 

resistanc,e has to be overcome, in, other words ef..forl is needed·, all. 

a;longthe line. 

By contrast the triad. 4,7,5, which a.ls·o begins with the active force, 

requires, no effort at all, once the initial impulse has been given~ r·or 

t-he balanoing forc·e at point 7 carries- it along. It is· this· triad 

which the scientis·ts refer to when they speak of the second law of 

therrnodynamic-s,. a.nd the eventual 'heat death' of' the universe. If this 

triad were the only- one that existed. in the universe, they would be 

right - all energy would gradually· be dissipated into heat, and sooner 

or later· the end of all motion would come. Im this sens-e- we can take 

point 4 as t·he energy available in the uni verse - the energy of' all 

suns - point 7 as the means whereby this energy is produced, by the 

burning· of hydrogen to form helium, or in other wc1~s, and point 5 as 

the passive state of equilibrium - the heat death - to which the 

scientists refer. 

But of course, there are other triads in the universe whic11 work in 

the opposite direcxion - the triad 5,.2,4, for instance, which is an 

'uphi1·1' process. This· triad was· originally described as· 'magic', and 

aptly enough, for it implies the c-onversion of inactive states o:f· matter 

back into active energ-y - carbon d.ioxide,, for instance,. whic-li is· 

exhaled by man and animals as the end product of respiration, and 

reused. by plants in the formation of living tissue. 

But the triad. 5 ,.2,,4 really belongs to the next circulation - the 

circulation of subtle or psychological energy which is symmetrical 

about· point 6. That is perhaps, why, when it manifests on; the 

physical-plane, it appears to possess magical powers. For it depends 

on' something more than ordinary physical laws - it depends on a c-ertain 

l'evel of intelligence which they do not possess. Compared with it 

the other peysical triad, 2,-8, I, is easy enough to und.erstana.. It 

relates to a.isintegration - to the wey in which organic· matter is 

deeomposed, and. returned. once again to the basic· elements from· which 

it came. This process is very evid.ent in organic life - it is the 

way in which organic matter - leaves and' plants, and the bodies of 



living creatures· are disposed of. And it is connec'.tea., too, 

with the nutri tiona1 factors needed by the soil - nitrogen,. phosphorus, 

carbon· and other- elements which are taken up by the circulation, at 

point' I. 

:N'bw it. is interesting that both these• triads,,. 4,7,5 and 2,,8,,I 

are- perfec,tly normal and essential on a physical level, but when 

they manifest on the subtle level - and even, more on the spiritual 

level - they are out of place. As we have said,. the triad 4,7 ,-5 
is: eoncernecl with involuntary actions. And the point about 

involuntary actions is that they are contrary to consciousness - on 

the subtle and causal leve,ls they destroy memory. That is perhaps 

why,. in this system, there is· a prayer - a prayer which goes like 

this, - no11 Lord Creator, and: all you his Assistants, help us to 

remember ourselves at all times; in nrder tha .. t we may· avoid. all. 

involuntary actions,. through which alone c·an evil manifest"., 

Even more does the triad 2,-8,I destroy memory. And its· action 

is fa:r- mor-e violent, more destructive. For when·· physical things 

have· t'o be destroyed., that is one thing, but when memory- is destroyed, 

tha·t is another. Yet even truth itself cannot remain clothed forever 

in, the same outward. forms, and· sooner or later the time arrives when, 

forms of· knowledge, everr great religious teachings· have t-o be 

abandoned.. It is then that we sometimes catch a glimpse of· this· 

triad working as it should - and some-times, too, we see it working 

There• is one further triad we have· not mentioned, the triad 7,I,8 .. 
This triad belongs to the circulation about point 6 - the circulation 

of subtle or psychological energy - and. it has always been connected 

with the idea of self' remembering.,. How can we understand: what this 

triad means? It begins, at point 7, wi t-h emotion - with the 

emotional understanding of truth; and it is followed., at point· I, 

with the passive :force - with compassion, perhaps, or awareness; and 

it encls at point 8 with active energy of a high level - energy which 

is capable of· setting the triad 8,5,.. 7 in motion - the triad of· 

creation •. Perhaps this parable describes it - at least it is 

something of this kind:-

11 And Jesus answering said, A certain ma,n went down f:rom 

Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped 

him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him 
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Here in my hands this little frightened bird; 
So soft, so light, my hands can scarcely feel 
His little weight, as they in awe conceal 
Treasure so delicate ... as if the word 
Of God's creation long ago was heard, 
And one small fragment of the living sound 
Lay here vibrating still, unseen, unfound ... 
Yet quietly does he lie, and has not stirred, 
One bright eye questioning his fate deferred; 
And with his little heart he pleads more true, 
More eloquent a case than we could do-
So in all truth is heart to tongue preferred. 

And while I question him if he would stay, 
He moves, and then quite suddenly he flies away. 
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half dead. And by c·hance there came clown, a certain, priest 

that way: and' when he saw him, he passed by· on the other side .. 

And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked 

on him, and passed: by on the other side. But a eertain 

Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he wa-s : c>.nd when he saw 

him, he, had. compassion • And went to him, and: bound up his 

wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on· his own beast, 

and brought him to an inn, and took care of him. And on the 

morrow when he departed, he took out two penc·e, and ga,ve· them 

to the host, and said unto him, Take ea.re of him; and whatsoever 

thou spend.est more, when I c·ome fli_g;ain, I will repay thee ....... " 

There is one further kind of action, or triad,- which is outside 

of · these six combinations we have described so far. This triad:, 

seventh, is said to be inc·omprehensible for us it acts on the 

level of the Creator himself. And on this level we are told that any 

of the three fbrces can act in the· capacity of any other, their action 

being under t'he a_irect control of the Creator's will. 

But although it is said to be inc·omprehensible for us, there is· 

one thing we know about this seventh combination it comes from the 

same plac-e, in its origin, a,s the word we repea.t during meditation. 

And such is the power· of the word on the level of its origin that 

when the Cree:tor med.i tates, ·· new worlds, new forms 

c'Clme into existence at every moment. 

And. so, really ancl truly, when~ med:itate, there is nothing we have 

to do - we have only to leave it to the mantra, to carry out its work 

on i-ts own. 
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Ac-cording t·o an ancient teaching, the world·, the universe, 

the all, is said to consist of a number of separate and distinc;t 

entities or cosmoses contained. one within the other. Thes:e 

c-osmos.es- are built on the same pattern as:· that of the greatest, 

the protoc-osmos, which . e:ontains all· others within· it. 

Each of these · different c.-osmoses is said to be a. living being,. 

existing in its own time· - a; being which eats, breathes and 

rec.-eives. impressions from its surroundings just as we do. But 

although they .must clearly influenc:e us in many ways·, and. play 

an important part in our· lives, it is difficult· for us to grasp 

the fact that t'hey are living beings, for- their- times are so 

different from ours-. It is even· difficult for us to see what 

this means·, that they each exist in their· own time·-, for we measure 

everything in terms of our time, and that is- perhaps why there are 

so many t•hings about the uni verse which we cannot understand. 

In this connection, it was- said that 'time· is breath'. It wa-s 

said, too, that the breath of each c-osmos is 30,000 times longer 

or shorter in d.uration· than .that of the cosmos below or above it. 

This would mean that if we take the period of man's breathing as 

a-bout 3 sec-onds, for instanc-e, the cosmos next above him would 

breathe every 24 hours. This would. be the world of nature - of· 

organic life on- earth, which clearly has a cycle of this pe:rdod, . 

both in the process of photosynthesis, and that of respiration. 

And. this· would imply that everything about nature all. her 

different functions, even the length of her life is geared to 

a· quite different clock from ours, a clock that measures time in 

uni ta of 24 hours, instead of' in un.i ts- of seconds·. 

But according to this teaching, there are many cosmoses much, 

larger in sea.le t ·han organic life. And although we know little 

or nothing about its origin, the teaching itself c-oincid.es 

remarkably well with the d.ata available from contemporary sourc:es. 

In fact, if we construct a grid. which is based on this factor of 

30, ,000, we find that entities throughout the universe tend. to 

group themselves naturally into categories which c:oincicl.e with 
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the spacing of this grid. The following, for instance, is· a 

table recently c·ompiled. of the sizes of various entities knoim 

to scienc·e, spaced' approximately at intervals o:f 30,:000 times:-

.......... 6 universe 
en 
{!) 

5 galaJ:ies H 
.p 
(J) 

4 star clusters E 
'--' 

0 3 stars (solar systems) 
0 
0 2 planets· '"' 
0 
<") I organic life 
l'+-l 
0 0 man.· 
(I) 

H I cells 
<D 
~ 

2 molec.ules 0 
D. 

3 atomic nuclei and 
subatomic particles. 

This · table is interesting, it' only because it shows · a c.ertain 

order or cons-i.stenc;r of measurement in the · universe known to us. 

We notice, for instanc,a, th2,t d.imensionally the atomic nucleus is

as far awa;y from us- in one d.irec-tion as the solar system is in 

the other. We notice, . too, that beyond a c-ertain distanc-e life-

seems to d.isappear - only those entities quite near to us are

considered. to be alive. 

And. yet this ancient teaching · sta,tes quite categorically tha:t 

a-11 these entities are alive - that each of them exists in its own 

world of space and time. We are told that each entity is thre~ 

d.imensional for i ·tsBlf, and that it can only know the entities 

above and below it in terms· o:f added: dimensions. In other words, 

the appearance o:f the world is C'.Onstantly changing - changing 

according t ·o the viewpoint of the observer. If we look in, one 

direction we see space without time, and i:f we look ,in the other-

direction we see time without space. Yet the real world is not 

like this - it exists, independently of our viewpoint. And it- will 

continue to exist whether we· are there or not •. 

the doctrine of c·osmoses can show us. 

That is what 

Let us begin by con.sid.ering a cosmos such as the earth - let 

us try to see the earth in a new light. Fechner spoke of the 

earth as an angel - an angel carrying us along with her into 

heaven. Nowadays it is popular to refer to the earth as a 
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The great Earth, like a mighty being, stands 
Balanced upon her orbit, while the Sun 
Delivers his bright light in golden strands 
Of radiance, that like deep rivers run 
Over her rounded surface; so begun 
Are all Earth's living creatures that enjoy 
Her fruitfulness, and when their time is done 
Return to her again, and so employ_ 
The very life that, dying, they destroy ... 
And through this film of living creatures pass 
Reflections clear and pure without alloy, 
Which move upon Earth's surface like a glass ... 
Thus do the Planets sweet vibrations make, 
And Earth's small creatures form and beauty take. 
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spaceship, or as· a generator of ph,ysical energy. Eut wha.t really 

is· the earth - has she a- real existence of her own? According to 

this teaching- a moment for the earth is a year - the period of' her 

revolution round. the sun·. In one such moment does she know herself' -

in the period of a year she tak es c>. deep breath. But an,ything 1:ess 

than a year is only a fragment· ·of her time,. and a day would be· only

an instant - the time of her shortest impression. 

So already we know certain new things about the earth - we· know 

that as the spring moves a~ross her surface every year she· is 

actually breathing- - im other words she· is quickened., made alive 

by the c-oming of spring, .just as we are made alive by the air 

passing· through our lungs. And. in this same period of a year 

her plant life lives· and dies the corn grows up and; is harvested 

in the :fields, leaves 8,ppear on the trees and: :fall in a; carpet on 

the ground, small animals and insects live and die. All the-se 

things are timed - they are part of a plan - and: behind them• lies 

a c·ertain law or principle which holds good: throughout the universe. 

This princ·iple is a very simple one. When a cosmos ea-ts, the 

cosmos one below it lives a.nd dies; when a c·osmos breathes, the 

c·osmos two below it lives and dies; and when· a cosmos receives 

impressions, the cosmos three below it lives and dies. In a sense 

we can say that each cosmos eats the cosmos one below it,. breathe-s 

the cosmos two below it, and receives impressions from the cosmos 

three below it; but this is not entirely true,. for it is more 

that an exchang e of energy takes place •••• 

And so when the earth breathes, living creatures live and die. 

But when she eats, it is the whole of nature whicll. is born, lives 

a.l'ld dies, for her digestive cycle lasts for many thousands of years. 

And. during this period minerals are absorbed into the earth t s 

surface - deposits of coal and. oil and. other fossil fuels - prec·ious 

stores of energy which man so soon d.estroys. 

13ut· what are the earth's impressions? How does she receive 

influences from outside her - from the planets, the sun and. tha 

starry world beyond? If we look carefully we can discover-

certain mechanisms or devices which enable the earth to receive 

impressions. But first we have to realise that?ifupress ions are 

of many different kinds and levels, and. like our own i mpressions 

they have to be converted. into a f orm which the earth can accept. 

The basic- frequency of the earth's impressions is a.et ermined by 

her rotation - by t he alternation of night and da,y, of light and 
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Here in the bosom of this earth I stand, 
Myself so small, this lovely earth so great, 
And here are fields and trees, and the broad land 
Stretching beyond, and clouds immaculate ... 
And I so small, here in this earth so great, 
Here in this meadow grass so soft and warm, 
Under this canopy so safe from harm, 
Under this greenery so delicate .. . 
Oh lovely earth, here in this little place 
How soft the air, how scented thy embrace, 
How perfect each small flower in thy dress, 
How sweet the treasure of thy loveliness .. . 
How happy I so small, to be no less 
One little part of thy great consciousness. 
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darkness-. Through ·the ability of plant c,ells to react to the 

sun's rays·, influences· striking upon, the earth's surfac:e· are 

converted' into living :forms, and it is these living forms, in 

their enormous· variety of shape and: pattern and c·olour which are 

the end product of impressions reaching· the earth., :But- a·ls-o 

involved in the process are man.y other devices - the screening 

effect of the earth's atmosphere, for instance, which enables• 

c-ertain influences t-o pass through to organie: life and not others,

and the· extraordinarily complex chemical processes which talce place· 

within the plant cell, enabling it to run true to the species t-o 

which it belongs. In all these devices not only cells, but· 

molecules, atoms and electrons play a part. 

So there is much more to the earth than we ever supposed, and 

perhaps· Fechner was right after a:11. 

he says:-

Let us· read once· again what 

11 0n a certain morning I went out to walk. The fields were 

green, the birds sang, the dew glistened., the smoke was 

rising, here and there a man appeared, a light of transfiguration 

lay on all things·. It was· only a little bit of earth; it 

was· only one moment of her e:x:istenc-e; and. yet as· my· look embraced 

her more· and more it seemed to me not only· so beautiful an 

idea, but so true- and. clear a fact, that she is an angel_ - an 

angel carrying me along with her into heaven. I asked myself' 

how the opinions of men could. have spun themselves awey f'.r'-Orrt 

life so far as to deem the earth only a d.ry clod. But such 

an experience as this·passes for fantasy. The earth is a 

globular body, and what more she may be, one can find in 

mineralogical cabinets." 

Now if we return for a moment to the table of different· entitieE, 

and try to see it as a whole, we come to the c.·onclusion that at least 

from man's point of view - from his position in the universe - it 

seems to divide naturally into three parts. There is the very 

big and. remote world studied. by astronomy the world of galaxies,. 

nebulae, star c-lus·~ers and. stars; there is the world. under the 

sun,'s influenc--e - the planets, the biosphere, the world. of animals 

and plants; and there is the world below man, and. within him - the· 

world of small quantities, of cells, molecules, atoms and electrons. 
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies 
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky 
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate, 
As if the motion of the galaxies 
Were held in still suspense eternally 
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create .. . 
And here below, where shorter lives dictate 

>Time's motion. that in days and years runs by, 
In that same moment Nature's mysteries 
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate 

·· And fill with a strange, quiet e.cstacy 
The ordinary world, under those winter skies . . . 

As if the power that dwells in worlds above 
Were here on Earth, to fill our hearts with love. 

5 

· Now does the Sun in quietness bestow 
His light on all things; over the wide sea 
He shines, and on the summer fields which grow 
Their golden harvest; now relentlessly 
He turns, and as the hours of night go by 
His light still shines on other fields beloW; 

. Scfdo his lovely rays adorn the sky, 
And make Earth's rounded surface all aglow 
W'ith man's activity; yet man would grow 
Weary of peace, and in his restless fears 
Would soon forget that it is really so, 

.··.·.• Exchanging ecstasy for bitter tears. 
Yet when at last his little life is done, 
Still turns the Earth, forever shines the Sun. 

19 

Here in this little flower does Time reveal 
Her mysteries; here in order delicate 
Time, one by one, unlocks the little seal 
Which holds each petal in its folded state, 
And like a tiny star, immaculate, 
The flower opens-miracle more real 
Than all the wit of man might recreate! 
And see, hidden within where none may steal, 
A little hieroglyph, whose lines conceal 
Secrets which lie beyond Time's ordinate
Eternity, inscribed within the wheel 
Of universal law, to which all truths relate! 

And yet this idle world-and you and I
See but a little flower, and so pass by. 
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We can put these three worlds in the diagram, along each 

of the three sid.es of t·he triangle. On the left hand. sid.e 

will be the very large and. remote ~ni;ities beyond· the sun - the 

milky way with its· innumerable clusters of stars, the more distant· 

galaxies and nebulae, and the limits of the universe itself.". 

At the left hand corner of· t-he triangle will oe the sun - our· own 

sun, whicfr or-· course is the onl;y· sola.r system known to us·. At 

the bas-e o:f' the triangle will be the world und.er the sull''s influeno:e -

the planets on the left, and organic, life with its different elemen-tll: 

on the right, culminating in man at the right hand corner. And on 

the right hand sid.e of' the triangle will be the world. of small 

quantities - the world within, or below man - c,ells, organic e.nd 

inorganic molecules, atoms a.ncl electrons. (see :fig. IO). 
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This arrangement is not an arbitrary one. Each of the 

nine points around. the circumference of the circle represents 

a difference in magnitude of" 30,000 times, consequently each 

side- of the· triangle· is a finite scale c:0vering some- thirteen· 

and a half powers of ten. Dimern=donally, the· arrangement- is· 

very exac:t; and. it includes ev:el"'Jt-hing that man· is able 

to, measure - it is,. in fact, a picture of· the ALL. But what 

does· it ao:tually mean? What are these d;·ifferent worlds, with 

their- enormous- range of· different magnitudes? What are they 

all. about~ And how does man fit into the pic-ture? 

Now suppose we go back in our minds to a; previous chapt·er-, 

when we were· discussing this same diagram· on the scale of· man. 

We said· that the-points around the circumference of· the circle 

were d.i:fferent systems or· principles within him, and. that the 

triangle itself contained all his· different accumulators. In 

fact, we said, that the triangle was lik0' a big storehouse of· 

energy, connec:te.d by means· of an inner circulation with the- points 

around. the circumferenc-e. This inner c·irculation was continually· 

exchanging energy of different kinds - carrying energy to some 

points, rec:eiving energ-.1 from others. 

On- this enormous scale, the same thing is true - these 

different -worla.s, arranged. along the inner triangle of fig.IO, 

are nothing more nor less than a series of accumulators, or places 

in the uni verse where energy is manufactured. and. stored.. And each 

contains energy of a different kind - each has- a d.ifferent purpose 

in relation to the ALL. Cells·, for instanc-e, are accumulators 

of' one kind of energy, pla..11ets are accumulators of another. And. 

to- some extent we can, tell what kind. of energy is involved:, becaus-e 

we know something of · the meaning· of the six different princi.ples· 

around the circumference. 

Point I, for instance,- is the physical principle. And opposite 

this principle, in the triangle, aTe atoms, elec-trons, nuclear 

particles 2.nd. so on - elements which are concerned with providing 

the energy needed. for the physical world. Compared with this 

storehouse of pb,ysical energy - and. we all know what enormous· 

stores of· physical energy are c.-ontained within the atom - the next 

bracket includes a, quite d.ifferent kind of energy - that provid:ed 

by orga.nic: molecules and. cells. The ramifications of this 
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Bright stars; cold points of white and brilliant light; 
Strange ornaments upon the midnight deep; 
Hanging so still under the dome of night, 
Alive, awake, while Nature lies asleep; 
To you this little earth, this human place so soon 
Forgotten; all these trees and fields which lie 
Breathing so quietly underneath the Moon 
Are but a moment passed, an hour gone by. 
Your yesterday, lost in the depths of Time, 
Saw mighty Nature's mystic origin; 
Your life-ah, in what magic se~e sublime 
Did galaxies conceive, did Time begin ? 

Bright stars, bright symbols mirrored in the sky; 
Deep beyond depth, symbol's reality ... 
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kind. of energy, which is concerned. with the secret of lif'e-·, have 

been explored: very e::densively by scientists in, rec-ent yeaxs·. And, 

although we are still very far from understand.ing what vital energy 

really is, a number of important d.isc-0veries have been mad·e. 

The next bracket, above point 4 in the diagram, is concerned. 

with something quite d.ifferent - the enormous va.riety o:f living 

creatures and. living forms in-the biosphere. What kind of energy 

is C'Onc-erned. with all this? What is the energy on which the mind 

o:f Nature depends? - the mind. which, in another context, was calied 

the Great Laboratory? The same energy, perhaps,. as that whic-h 

controls the- growth and. d.ifferentiation of our own· bodies - matter 

on, the borderline· between physical and. subtle levels, suc'11 as· 

hormones, enzymes, endocrine secTetions ••• 

And yet this form, of energy is quite different f:rom nervous·, or 

psychological energy - that which belongs to the next bracket,. above 

point 5 ., In a sense psychological energy is more familiar to us 

it is that on. which our thoughts,. feelings and: sensations a·epenit. 

And al though it may- seem strange to us,. we are told that this· energy 

is C'Ontrolled· by the planets - that they are like giarrt electro-magnets 

pulling· us first iw one direction and. then, in another-,. as· t·heir 

in:fluenc:e sweeps past the earth~ 

And. beyond. the planetary world - beyond the sun's influence-we 

know nothing-. All we can, see is number - an, infinite number of: suns 

like our own, repeated. in tlic stillness of eternity. For this side 

o-f the triangle - this part of the giant·accumulator - belongs to 

the causal level. It is where energy is stored for creation-- :for-

the creation of new worlds, new causes in· the universe. And c-ertainl,y 

although little is- known about the way- in which it happens, .. it would 

seem to be in, these vast regions of outer space that· creation is 

tak:ing place - either continuously,- according to scientific- theory-,. 

o-r- in some initial expansion, some primary explosion, the effecrf;s, 

of which are still continuing. 

Now when we were discussing triads, in a previous chapter, we 

said that the circulation through points 8,5,and 7 was the t:viad 

of'• creation, and. that the c-irculation through points I,4, a.nil: 2 

was the triad. of regeneration. In other word.s·, it is- through the 

triad. I,4, 2 that the life princ,iple in the universe is generated, 

and. it is· through the triad. 8,5,7 that this same· li:fe principle i's 

circulated., so that it reaches every corner o:f the universe, and: 
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies 
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky 
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate, 
As if the motion of the galaxies 
Were held in still suspense eternally 
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create ... 

.. And here below, where shorter lives dictate 
Time's motion, that in days and years runs by, 
In that same moment Nature's mysteries 
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate 
And fill with a strange, quiet ecstacy 
The ordinary world, under those winter skies ... 

As if the power that dwells in worlds above 
Were here on Earth, to Hll our hearts with love. 
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every c.osmos becomes a living being. This aspect of creation - the 

creation of lif:e - is one which is not included in scien·t;ific theories 

about the origin of the universe, yet who can· imagine a universe 

areated without life? What purpose would there b.e in creating a 

dead universe- a universe in which the life principle was absent? 

This, surely, is what the living earth, the biosphere, is all 

about. The biosphere is a mechanism1 - one of countless millions 

o·f similar mechanisms, perhaps, whereby life is maintained: t'hroughout 

the univeTse. Involved in this process, on the- right hand side of 

the d.iagram, are organic molecules, living organisms and cells -

entities of a kind which can only exist in the special conditions 

which apply to the earth's surface. And it is through the 

interac,tion of these entities with their environment that vital 

energy is- manufactur-ed. This vital energy - the breath of life 

is- then distribut-ed·(on the left hand side of the diagram,) amongst 

the galaxies, the star clusters and the solar systems throughout 

the universe •. And so the universe is quickened, and becomes a 

living being. 

But we he,ve to r-emember tli--e1,t there a.re other processes, other-

forms- of energy circ:ulating in the universe. There is the 

circulation about point 3, which is concerned mainly _with the 

various forms of physical energy known to scienc·e - the burning 

of byd.rogen to produce nuclear energy, for instance, and the 

effects of gravitationj and there is the circulation- about point 6, 

which would seem to be concerned more with the controlling devic-es -

the mind. - which regulates the flow of pb,ysical energy and prevents-

it from getting out of hand. On this enormous scale it is very 

difficult to follow these processes, for the time scale is so 

different from ours. How can we see the mind of the universe at 

work, for instance, or how can we- feel its emotions? And how, 

indeed., can we understa,nd its soul? 

And yet it is now much c-learer wh?t each part of the 1.mi verse 

is for-. Everything has a purpose, everiJthing is part of a plan. 

J\.nd this plan is the same within us as it is in the universe outside .. 

In fact, we~- that universe, for the within and the without are 

t he same. 
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